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At 16 years old, She decide to take the lesson with 
a local artist who taught the draw and paint. After 
three years she went to the Moscow State 
University to learn Fashion Design, ‘Not a single 
tutor had actually worked in the fashion industry, 
because it has never existed in Russia,’ she says. ‘They 
taught me how to sew; nothing else.’ Instead, she 
learnt about art from a group of old Russian painters 
teaching there. 

Back to the ANDAM Fashion Awards, which her 
design it’s very unique and quirky with some details 
and characteristics behind the garments. 
The collections also available in retailers such as: 
Net-a-Porter, Harrods, and Colette. But it was not 
suddenly happens in her life she started to sew in her 
early life, when she was childhood and like to buy 
Barbie ‘s dolls and want to make the dress. “I started 
with the small dress for example, the gloves that my 
mom wasn’t wearing anymore, I cut the embroidered 
part of them and they became a sweater for Barbie. 
Or I cut a stretchy umbrella cover and it was a skirt 
for Barbie.” Says her. She doing some modifications 
of the fabrics in Barbie ‘s clothes for herself. Another 
moment that she would remember when she liked 
being make-up 
“Those days I was doing crazy makeup and nails and 
everything — I would copy all M.A.C 
advertisements, which were so colorful and bright, 
and all of Pat McGrath’s makeup [for Dior]. There 
was a black and pink collection by Viktor & Rolf: 
One half of the [models] had pink faces, [so] I also 
made crazy makeup with pink and big black dots I 
cut from lace. That’s how I expressed myself.” 

Back on her career in 2004, she choose to be 
Freelance Stylist for MTV and private client before 
she built the label “VIKA GAZINSKAYA” in 2006. 
The Fashion things aren’t just limit in the fashion 
show stages but she showed her collections at the 
theatrical performances in Moscow art spaces at past 
times. 

Text: Nadia, Keen Magazine.

At the 2009, she went to the Paris for the show. She 
‘s very smart in her way for doing some promotions 
for her own labels. In that show, she wasn’t alone 
and photographed by famous photographer of street 
style Scott Schuman and Tommy Ton, her pictures 
have been appeared in Style.com website. Lastly, this 
designer often appearing in every fashion shows as 
the guest, front row, and every magazines also digital 
publishing captured her style to put her picture on 
every media. Now we get the people in 
multitasker behavior she can designer, street styler 
icon, and famous person at the same time. Then you 
cannot forget about her course while she doing arts 
courses 

for paint and draw. We think the art and culture 
connected each other with fashion. 

Talking about her garments she likes exposed some 
her identity such as: silhouette, fabrics, colors, and 
the combinations or it could be unconstructed design 
for her clothes. In Spring/Summer 2017 she decides 
used the pastels and vibrant colors some of them into 
color blocking such as: blue, black, and white. Used 
some geometric pattern. All about loose fitted for 
trousers and shirts collections, but she made the shirt 
has the silhouette with the camisoles black tops. The 
concept of photoshoots it’s often used the minimalist 
and calm background she rare used some 
decorations, we see some photoshoots are in outdoor 
and indoor just used the one color of background 
and the concept of lighting, the model usually not 
used faced expressions it’s like flat but capturing the 
emotions with just looking at down, or naturally pose 
directly. Her collections usually stays on Net-a-Por-
ter, Avenue 32, Moda Operandi, and important you 
can visit her website in www.vikagazinskaya.ru you 
can find the nice pieces designed by her, and about 
the biography. We quote some interview from 
another interviews she really likes go interview with 
some fashion editor with no make-up and wear 
trainers shoes “I don’t have time to get dressed up 
or wear make-up,” she says. “At home, in Moscow, I 
go round in trainers because it’s comfortable.” says 
Gazinskaya.

When Vika Gazinskaya talked about her lifestyle 
and life with Calvert Journal interviews person, she 
admits likes a low-calorie, berry-filled dessert and 
a large cappuccino because those some foods often 
ordered when she was in Moscow. Her journey in 
the fashion industry isn’t just succeeded with some 
factors (money and partners or friends) but also the 
wide open doors which lead her into another ways of 
this business which she should passionate and dream 
big for her career. 

“For me Fashion is my calling. It’s not just 
a pretty picture It’s a serious, difficult craft. 
And that’s what I’ve always been striving 
for, My first desire, What I want to do, and 

who want to be”- Vika Gazinskaya, 
Calvert Journal Interviews

She was claimed herself as a fashion designer & street styler in every fashion events. She launched her 
label called “VIKA GAZINSKAYA” in Moscow 2006. The label capturing herself  design with a “demi 
couture” concepts twisted with structured design, whimsical patterns, used hand-stitching 

technology of the garments, luxurious and voluminous materials which sourced from France and 
Italy directly. She also being a headline especially in online fashion blogger or digital prints 
for fashion news and street styler news so she has another friends also being compete each other with Rus-
sian icons “Miroslav Duma and Ulyana Sergeenko”. In 2012, she was awarded as the one of six finalists for 
prestigious ANDAM Fashion Awards in the past years. 

Gazinskaya was started her career in the late 1990s and studied in Moscow State University for 
Fashion Design. Her portfolios has been noted in her past career as the Internship position in 
L’Officiel Russia Magazine in 2002. However, she worked under the editor-in-chief 
Eveline Khromchenko. Before she starts her owns label she worked as the fashion freelancer in 2004 and was 
built her label with Californian artists Bart Dorsa. 

The design and fashion fields in Russia is not existent in a week they can produce fabrics, buttons, 
and another trends and the fashion changing periods in this country very fast said Gazinskaya. 
Talk about her childhood memories at the past times, she originally from Russia and was born in 1981. 
‘I remember the old Moscow back when it was a beautiful city. People were softer then; there was no 
traffic; there were clean streets. Of course there were problems - when you wanted to buy food there were 
huge queues. But I’m glad I remember that background. Now Moscow is really ugly.’ Elle Websites. She was 
10 years old when Uni Soviet has been broke up and suddenly everything was changed like a war evertime in 
our country. But behind all the history of Uni Soviet she loves Russia much and really friendly with her 
neighbors in her home. “When I was 6 years old the people called me a Barbie Doll” Said her very excited 
with the memories because her taste in fashion and look as the Barbie doll it’s really quirky and attract people 
to called her like that. 

Gazinskaya it’s just a little girl who lives with her parents when she was child she leave with her mom and 
dad, while they have been broke up at the past times. She said she loves her mom, she didn’t have the higher 
education but she can sang the Russian songs and tells me her sense of art also aesthetic 
taste behind her mind. “My father is a hard man; he was very tough on me 
when I set up my business. But I took this strong part of his character and believed
 in myself. If I wasn’t a strong person, I wouldn’t be able to do all this in Russia”
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